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Unlock the secrets of your dreamlife with the latest in the hugely popular series of `Element

Encyclopedias'. This is the most comprehensive A-Z reference book on dream interpretation you'll

ever find.Have you ever wondered what your dreams are trying to tell you?Sixth in the series of

`Element Encyclopedias', this is the definitive guide to dream interpretation. Packed with fascinating

information, The Element Encyclopedia of 20,000 Dreams is an extensive collection of the symbols

that appear in your dreams and how to interpret what they mean for you.Dreams are universal and

every culture throughout history has tried to unlock the secrets of the unconscious mind through the

interpretation of dreams. Understanding the unique meanings of dream symbols can help in the way

you experience your waking everyday lives and even foretell the future.Divided into easy-to-follow

A-Z themed sections, from Animals, Conflict and Foreign Countries, to Monsters, Sex and Weather,

this book holds compelling definitions of thousands of dream symbols that can also be found in the

quick-reference Dream Directory at the back of the book.Find out about the variety of dream types -

such as cathartic, lucid and precognitive dreams - plus dreams in history and folklore. Discover

different traditions of dream interpretation and dream theorists - for example, analytical psychologist

Carl Jung thought that cats in dreams represent the secretive side of a person's nature, and they

can also denote a desire for sex or a warning of hidden dangers.Whatever your dream symbol or

experience, you'll find an amazing treasure trove of interpretations here in The Element

Encyclopedia of 20,000 Dreams. --This text refers to the Digital edition.
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Theresa Cheung was born into a family of psychics and astrologers. Since receiving a masters from

King's College, Cambridge, she has been involved in the study of the psychic world and dream

interpretation. Theresa has contributed to magazines such as Red, She, and Fate & Fortune and is

the author of over 25 books including `Amazing You: Dreams' (Hodder). --This text refers to the

Digital edition.

This book is impressive and quite large, very informative for a Dream interpretation book. At first it

was a bit confusing looking up certain Dreams, it isn't an A-Z type book, but once you get familiar

with the way it's structured, you can really find helpful interpretations of just about anything related

to you (or others) Dreams...facsinating stuff!!!

The spine was loose but nothing a little hot glue couldn't fix. Great price for a typically expensive

book.

It provides good describitions, has almost everything you could possibly dream about. Just don't

look up too many dreams and analyize them too much or you'll end up losing some fun. Dreams are

made to help us relax and wind down from the previous stresses of the day. Analyzing all your

dreams takes the fun out of dreamingNow Nightmares, those are good for interpreting. The show

what your sub-conscious is stressed about or the cautions about someone or something that might

have recently happened in your life.All-in-all it is a very good dictionary to have. It even has a very

good index in the back.

This is just a fun book. I bought it for my boyfriend as a surprise because he would always ask what

I had dreamed about the night before. It's fun to flip through and appreciate the creativity that went

writing this. Pretty much ANY dream you can have is reported in this book. Read this with an open

mind and you will be deeply entertained.

Best dream book I have EVER found. Would recommend the soft cover. The hard cover seemed to

have a binding problem and pages fall out, not just mine, but a friend who got hers elsewhere and

even the copy the library had. Still I will not let it go. I'll put the pages in page covers and a ring

binder.



I love this book. It's such a cool reference!

Explains dreams fully. Just what I was looking for.

Always analyzing my dreams. This book is awesome!! It is huge and full of great information. It is a

beautiful book too. It was supposedly used. I can't tell. It is a gorgeous edition. The definitions of

dreams are informative. It was a pleasure to receive this stunning book. Love it!!
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